Alumni and Donor Data Confidentiality Statement

The University of Redlands respects the privacy of our alumni and university community and is committed to guarding against the unauthorized use or distribution of personal alumni information. Alumni and other constituent records are proprietary information maintained by the University of Redlands for official university use and are not released to the general public or business community (policy statement approved by University Board of Trustees, December 2001).

Official university use includes, but is not limited to: dissemination of university news and publications; invitations to university, athletic, and alumni events; class reunion planning and activities; sanctioned university student clubs and organizations; alumni activities; solicitations for the Redlands Fund, endowment funds, and other authorized campaigns of the University of Redlands; and authorized third party solicitations endorsed by the university, such as affinity credit cards and alumni directory publications.

Alumni lists or labels may be released to University of Redlands alumni only if they are to be used for university activities or projects approved or endorsed by the Alumni Association and/or the appropriate University Relations official. Constituent information released to volunteers may not be copied, reproduced or otherwise distributed without the specific consent of the university office that provided the information. Individuals or groups may not use University of Redlands alumni lists or labels for personal, commercial, or political uses. Additionally, individuals and groups are prohibited from using lists or labels obtained from the University of Redlands for creating and/or maintaining independent databases.